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 avi, .mp4, .wmv is used in over 6 million homes and businesses worldwide. This video editing software is used by Sony PlayStation Network, 3DO Network, Pioneer Network, Panasonic, Hasbro, CBS, ABC and Disney as well as millions of home users. To learn more about Pinnacle Systems, you can visit the official website. --ends-- 1. Field of the Invention The present invention relates to a model
or simulation apparatus that is capable of assisting a molding of an optical element. 2. Description of Related Art A model or simulation apparatus of an optical element has been developed, such as, for example, an apparatus as shown in Japanese Unexamined Patent Application Publication No. 2003-322223. An optical element is made from a material that is flexible and elastic, and in the event of

the optical element being molded, a molding mold or die is used. An optical element may, for example, be molded using a thermosetting resin. There are molding defects, such as surface irregularities, or molding defects, such as formation of voids or flashes. Molding defects often occur due to an air bubble remaining inside the molding mold. When an optical element is molded, air bubbles of a
relatively small diameter of approximately 0.1 to 0.5 mm are not visually recognizable to an operator, however, air bubbles of a relatively large diameter may cause a molding defect. FIG. 1 illustrates an example of a molding die 10 of an optical element. The molding die 10 includes a cavity or molding space 12 and a gate 14. An optical element is molded within the cavity 12 by using a molding

material, and the gate 14 is used to inject the molding material from a material inlet port 16. In the event that an air bubble remains inside the cavity 12, a molding defect, such as a formation of a void or flash, occurs in the molding material. Therefore, the size of an air bubble which is sufficiently small to be visually detectable in the molding material must be known. The size of an air bubble which is
capable of being visually detected varies with the type of molding material. When molding an optical element using a thermosetting resin, a relatively small air bubble of approximately 0.1 to 0.5 mm, which cannot be visually detected, may be formed in the molding material. This can be a serious molding defect. The formation 520fdb1ae7
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